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Estate Cost
Segregation Services

Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm's
Real Estate Cost Segregation Services
You can receive secure, meaningful federal, state, and local
tax savings. Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm cost
segregation studies accelerate income tax depreciation
deductions, providing you with maximum cashflow.

Which Industries Prosper with
Froehlich & De La Rua CPA
Firm's Cost Segregation Studies?
Airports

Valuable Tax Savings Imbedded
in Buildings
Your company's real estate holdings constitute a huge
capital investment. With Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm's
engineering-based cost segregation studies, you maximize
your real property's financial return by generating
significant cashflow savings. Our cost segregation
professionals generate cash tax savings by carving out shorterlived assets (qualifying for 5-, 7-, or 15-year write-off periods)
that are normally imbedded in a building's construction or
acquisition costs (generally depreciated over 39 years).
You and Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm will "mine out"
these buried tax savings from:
* New buildings presently under construction.
* Existing buildings undergoing renovation, remodeling,
restoration, or expansion.
* Purchases of existing properties.

Financial Services
Bank Branches
Brokerage Operations
Food Processing
Food Services
Fast Food Restaurants
Sit Down Dining
Health Care
Hospitals
Physician Practices
Medical Centers
Hospitality
Hotels and Motels
Recreational Resorts
Golf Courses
Leasing
Apartment Buildings
Office Buildings

* Office/facility leasehold improvements and "fit outs."

Manufacturing

•> Post-1986 real estate construction, building acquisitions,
or improvements where no cost segregation study was
performed (even though the statute of limitations
previously closed on the property construction/acquisition
year).

Pharmaceutical

Profit from the benefits of your cashflow savings! For every
million dollars of property you reclassify for faster
depreciation write-offs, the present value of your increased
cashflow from income tax savings may approximate
$230,000.

Professional Services
Retail
Department Stores
- Distribution Centers
- Shopping Malls

A Solid Case for Cost Segregation —
Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm's
Engineering-Based Approach

You Save $10 (at least) in Benefits for
Each Dollar Invested in Your Cost
Segregation Study!

With our cost segregation study, you have
indisputable evidence for massive tax savings that
will withstand governmental agency scrutiny. We
provide full documentation, employing engineering
and cost estimating procedures recognized in IRS
rulings and judicial decisions. A complete "audit
trail" traces derived unit costs from contract
documents and other source data. Your property is
categorized into shorter-life classes based on
applicable tax authorities.

You get a tremendous payback for your investment
in professional fees. Clients routinely receive
present value cash flow savings of 10 to 20 times
or more on their investment for the study.
Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm's cost
segregation study truly maximizes the value of your
real estate assets.

During a cost segregation study, we:
* Physically inspect the property.
* Examine architectural/engineering
drawings and specifications for potential asset
reclassification.
* Analyze cost data, including the contractor's
application of payments, change orders, ownerincurred costs, and indirect disbursements.
•:• Prepare an itemized list of property units
qualifying for shorter-life classification based on
relevant income tax authorities.
* Apportion direct labor, material components, and
indirect costs based on engineering drawings
and specifications.
* Reconcile total costs per the engineering
analysis to capitalized project costs.

Enjoy the Windfall For Real Property
Built or Acquired Previously
You now have a valuable opportunity, courtesy
of the IRS, if you constructed or purchased real
estate in a prior year but did not take advantage of a
cost segregation study. This IRS gift horse allows
you to prospectively deduct (over a one-year period)
depreciation amounts that you were legally entitled
to but did not claim (e.g., due to erroneous property
classification as a 39-year depreciable building).
This cash flow windfall is available to you even
though the statute of limitations previously closed
on the property construction or acquisition year.
Our cost segregation team has the engineering and
appraisal skills to "carve out" the overlooked
shorter-life assets and file the necessary IRS
paperwork to recover your tax deductions.
Example:
Light Manufacturer acquired a facility four years
ago for $6 million. Based on the cost segregation
analysis, Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm
engineers determine that 30% of the building
qualifies for short-life classification. By performing
the cost segregation study, and filing required
accounting method change documents, Froehlich
& De La Rua CPA Firm creates present value
cashflow savings from tax reduction
approximating $310,000!

What About My Accountant?
Cost segregation is a highly specialized segment of tax
law. The volume of judicial decisions, IRS rulings,
regulations, and other interpretations span thousands of
pages of text. The challenge is to apply this complex
knowledge to the unique facts of your industry, your
company's circumstances, and the processes of your
operation. Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm and our
Cost Segregation Partners have conducted thousands of
cost segregation studies throughout the United States:
we bring vast practical resources to your project.
Why take unnecessary risks? A non-specialist
accountant who segregates percentages of construction
costs based on invoices or other means will likely leave
valuable tax benefits "on the table". Moreover, the
foregoing will likely not withstand IRS examination.
We work in tandem with your CPA (whether you're
served by a large international firm, regional firm, or a
local accountant) to serve your best interests and save
you money!
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Froehlich & De La Rua CPA Firm LLC
Chancelor South
12008 South Shore Blvd Suite 211
Wellington, Florida 33414
Phone: 561-795-9500
Fax: 561-790-1098
www.froehlichcpa.com

